
LEGRAND BUILDER SOLUTIONS AND SUPPORT

DESIGNED TO HELP YOU SELL MORE HOMES

PASS & SEYMOUR®  |  ON-Q®  |  LUXUL®  |  SANUS®



Where the innovation 
modern buyers demand, 
meets the quality trusted 
for generations. 

Building the Connected Home, Simplified.
Legrand provides an extensive range of powerful solutions for today’s homes, 
designed to satisfy evolving customer expectations. 

WI-FI READINESS 
The internet has become a cultural necessity. Begin treating it like the 
fourth utility with our celebrated networking solutions and WiFi 
Assurance Program. From routers and access points, to switches and 
more – as well as proper peripheral components like Wi-Fi 
transparent plastic enclosures – we provide products, with 
guaranteed coverage* for 3 years, as well as expert support 
to ensure optimal performance of wired and wireless 
connected systems. 

ROBUST INFRASTRUCTURE  
With a comprehensive line of pro-grade cables, inserts, mounts, 
modules and more, Legrand offers everything needed to ensure a 
home is ready for anything a customer wants to hook up or plug in  
for the sake of their security, comfort or entertainment.    

SUPERIOR CHARGING 
From phones and tablets, to gaming consoles and wireless head-
phones, USB charging keeps devices ready to go. Help customers get  
a full battery easier, and faster, with convenient outlets featuring USB 
connections as well as traditional power – available in Ultra-Fast, 
Wireless and USB-C options. 

CLEVER AMENITIES 
Unique features that bring real-life benefits are bound to get attention. 
Under-cabinet power and lighting is a prime example, boasting both 
space and energy savings.  Help buyers avoid counter clutter with 
discreet outlets that install without holes in the backsplash, as well as 
phone or tablet cradles, while also gaining the efficiency of easy LED 
lighting. 

SMARTER CONTROL 
An increasing number of buyers expect included smart technology with 
new builds. Our range of Wi-Fi switches and dimmers – including the 
Smart Tru-Universal Dimmer which features Legrand’s Tru-Universal 
patented broad-application, flicker-eliminating technology– offer a 
straightforward and scalable smart solution that will help your 
customers live easier, with lighting that works on their schedule and 
app control that works from anywhere. 

When it comes to building homes that win in today’s market, rely 
on a partner internationally recognized for expertise in delivering 
power, light and data.  

Through our well-known product lines, Legrand can help equip 
your homes with safe, reliable and differentiating solutions 
customers will love.

PASS & SEYMOUR®   
ELECTRICAL WIRING DEVICES 
ADORNE® & RADIANT® COLLECTIONS

ON-Q® 
STRUCTURED WIRING DEVICES

LUXUL® 
DATA NETWORKING SOLUTIONS 

SANUS®  
TV AND SPEAKER MOUNTS

Let us help you build in unparalleled connectivity for the busy, tech-filled lives of your homebuyers – 
without compromising timeline or budget. Visit legrand.us/builder for more information. 

 
*Contact your Legrand Sales Rep for details.

http://www.legrand.us/builder


Start Here for Quality 
Connections

Prepare Your Homes 
for Modern Needs

The On-Q line of infrastructure and connectivity products is made to 
simplify installation, boost performance, and guarantee your buyers 
are able to enjoy current and future technologies. 

And it all starts at the enclosure. USA-made and Wi-Fi ready, On-Q’s 
latest plastic enclosures continue to lead the industry with evolved 
features and enhancements, making it faster and easier than ever to 
consolidate, organize and distribute both wired and wireless services, 
from voice and video to data, without interruption. 

At the forefront of the networking 
industry, our offering of Luxul routers, 
wireless access points, switches and 
more is engineered with unrivaled 
expertise and a commitment to powerful 
performance. Plus, with the backing of 

network design assistance, the Luxul line makes it 
practically effortless to have the proper products and 
positioning for a truly robust, reliable home network. 

Your customer’s new home should be their favorite place 
in the world. Help ready the way for superb entertainment 
with On-Q flat panel pre-wiring kits that make mounting 
TVs easy. Plus, our SANUS AV accessories were designed 
for style and engineered to perform. The premium 
mounts and stands for speakers, soundbars and more 
factor in acoustic needs, usage convenience and  
modern aesthetics. 

Taking those services and more to the highest performance level, 
On-Q also has everything from the jacks in the walls to the 
premium-grade HDMI cables to ensure convenient access, pristine 
picture and sound, as well as lightning speed, for your customers. 

• Available in three sizes: 20”, 30” and 42”

• Easier installation with a new hinge design,  
allowing the reversible door to quickly snap into  
trim ring – no tools required

• Integrated trim ring is included to keep installations clean 
and professional-looking

• Vented covers provide superior heat dissipation

• Top and bottom knockouts allow for better cable 
management



 

Why Legrand? 

AWARD-WINNING SOLUTIONS  

PASS AND SEYMOUR TRADEMASTER® 
Made to meet NEC codes and your specifications with ease. 

Elevate your Homes with  
Designer Collections by Legrand 
For over a century, the Pass and Seymour line has been devoted to the invention and 
manufacture of dependable electrical wiring devices. Driven by this legacy, today we offer  
first-rate safety, durability and performance through not only our standard offering of electrical 
devices, but through two premium collections of designer switches and outlets as well.

A step above ordinary with clean, classic design.  

The high-end option for those both bold and modern. 

*Not all finishes available for every model

BUILD ON A STRONG FOUNDATION 
Support comes in all forms. Partner with Legrand for a complete 
package of solutions, backed by a total network of builder support 
programs and initiatives. 

MODEL HOME AND DESIGN  
CENTER PROGRAMS   
We offer a model home program for all your standard and optional 
upgrade needs. Fulfillment with local representatives ensures you 
get the right products to complement your building style and your 
buyers’ demands.   

REBATES, INCENTIVES AND  
WARRANTY PROGRAMS 
We offer valuable incentives, as well as customer assurance and 
warranty programs, for the Luxul, On-Q, Pass and Seymour, and 
Sanus lines, based on the range and quantity of products used in 
your homes. Contact your Legrand representative for more 
information or visit www.legrand.us/builder-incentives.

ADDITIONAL SALES SUPPORT 
Some of your best sales opportunities happen when you’re not in 
the room. We can help you sell more homes, faster with marketing 
and training materials that speak to all generations of home 
buyers. Let your Legrand representative know how we can help 
you sell more homes! 

SUSTAINABILITY MATTERS 
Visit www.legrand.us/aboutus/sustainability to learn more.



Electrical Wiring Systems

60 Woodlawn Street
West Hartford, CT  06110
1.877.BY.LEGRAND (295.3472)
www.legrand.us

Canada
1.800.723.5175; 905.738.9195
www.legrand.ca

Costa Rica
+506.298.56.04; +506.239.71.13
www.legrand.crv

WWW.LEGRAND.US/BUILDER
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